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South Africa - Weather
Areas from North West into eastern Free State, western Mpumalanga, and neighboring areas will see
periods of heavy rain through the end of next week. The rain may promote flash flooding at times.
Minor crop and structural damage will be possible, though no significant production impacts are
expected. Development will be sluggish until the ground has a chance to firm.
Other production areas in eastern South Africa will see a good mix of rain and sunshine during the
coming week. The environment will remain favorable for aggressive development, though a few
fields will occasionally be too wet to support ideal development. Western Free State and eastern
Northern Cape will otherwise receive little to no precipitation through the end of next week. These
areas have plenty of moisture and will see crop conditions remain good.
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see two rounds of nearly widespread precipitation through next
Thursday with a band of significant snow in parts of the central and eastern Midwest this weekend
before a powerful storm system Wednesday into next Thursday brings heavy snow to parts of the
western Corn Belt.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta will see dry conditions most often through the next two
weeks with exceptions this weekend and Feb. 4-5 when widespread precipitation falls while the
Southeast sees precipitation during the same periods as well as Feb. 6-8.
o The precipitation should not be heavy enough to raise serious concerns over flooding.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: An increase in rain will begin in the driest areas of northeastern Brazil Tuesday while Mato
Grosso will see regular rounds of rain during the next two weeks that will slow fieldwork, but there
will be breaks in the rain and fieldwork should advance well overall.
o Bahia into central and east-central Minas Gerais and Espirito Santo will be mostly dry through
Monday and stress to crops should rise before some at least temporary relief from dryness results
from rain Tuesday into Monday, Feb. 8.
ARGENTINA: Significant rain fell on most areas from Cordoba and northeastern San Luis to southern
Entre Rios and northern Buenos Aires Thursday while most other areas were dry.
o Rainfall totals ranged from 0.31 to 1.81 inches most often with lighter rain in a few areas and
several totals 2.21 to 3.23 inches from southern into east-central Cordoba into nearby Santa Fe.
Additional relief from dryness will result from regular rounds of rain through Wednesday and nearly
all of the country will be left with enough soil moisture support developing crops through the first
two weeks of February and in many cases longer.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Not much has changed in the outlook since earlier this week. Rounds of precipitation will impact northwestern and west-central Europe into Germany, Switzerland, northwestern Austria and the Czech
Republic as well as southern Italy and the Balkan Nations this week. The greatest moisture in the Balkan Nations and southern Italy will occur Friday into the weekend. Frequent precipitation will occur in northwestern
portions of the continent.
AUSTRALIA: Additional rounds of rain will impact southern and central New South Wales and Victoria in the next seven days, especially today in south-central into southeastern New South Wales and eastern Victoria.
Additional showers will return to eastern Victoria and the eastern half of New South Wales Monday into Wednesday. The precipitation will bolster soil moisture for improved dryland and irrigated cotton, sorghum and
other crops in eastern half of New South Wales. Meanwhile, a lack of moisture will occur over western New South Wales as well as southeastern Queensland and a few immediate surrounding areas of northern New
South Wales and stress on corps from dry and hot conditions will occur.
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